A Brief Introduction to Archaeological Field Methods
Archaeological Field Methods
v	Site Discovery and Documentation
v	Field Reconnaissance
v	Remote Sensing
v	Site Excavation
v	Test Excavation and Probing
v	Full Scale Site Excavation
Discovering and Documenting Archaeological Sites
What is a Site?
v	An accumulation of archaeological debris (traces) in the present

v	A locus of human activity in the past
Sites in the Present
v	Sites are a biased and distorted sample of the spatial distribution of human activity in the past.
v	Bias and distortion are introduced by a variety of post-depositional and recovery processes
v	Many of these sources of bias and distortion can be identified and controlled
Sites in the Past
v	Human activity (and the production and discard of materials) is distributed continuously over the landscape.
v	Places that experience more intensive human activity will normally exhibit denser and more extensive  traces of  activity.
So What Constitutes a Site?
v	A single artifact (or trace).
v	A dense and spatially limited concentration of artifacts and traces.
v	A location with architecture or other permanent (non-mobile) features.
Site vs. Non-Site Archaeology
v	Site-based Archaeology
v	Sites as discrete clusters of archaeological materials equating with a locus of human activity in the past
v	 Non-Site Archaeology
v	Since activity is continuous over the landscape, no reason to partition the distribution of traces into site and non-site areas. 
How Are Sites Discovered?
v	Accidental Discovery
v	Farming, construction, quarrying, natural erosion and exposure.
v	Purposeful Discovery
v	Collectors, pot hunters, dealers
v	Purposeful Site Survey (professional)
v	How do these discoveries come to be known or reported?
How Do You Know Where To Look?
Approaches to Site Location
v	Use of Existing Knowledge of Site Locations
v	Modeling, Using Knowledge of Past Lifeways to Predict Likely Site Locations
v	Systematic Area Survey
The Type of Survey Employed Will Determine the Kind of Information Recovered
Discovery techniques must match the research questions being asked
Kinds of Research Questions
v	Single Site Questions:
v	How were houses arranged in an Early Bronze Age settlement?
v	What is the nature of the Royal tomb of the 14th Dynasty?
v	Was Troy a real city? Where was it located?
v	Multiple Site or Regional Questions:
v	What was the regional organization of Early Bronze Age Communities?
v	What was the nature of trade in the 14th Dynasty?
v	How did local communities exploit the environment?
v	Cultural Resource Management
Data Requirements
v	Single Site Research:
v	Site must match specific criteria, e.g., proper age, cultural affiliation, type.  Often may represent a unique site.
v	Multiple Site Research
v	Sites must be representative of the kind and variety of the potential sites in the research domain
v	Cultural Resource Management:
v	Identification of all sites with bounded management region

Site Discovery Bias
v	All archaeological finds are biased by a range of depositional and post-depositional processes.
v	Samples are further biased by the process of discovery and recovery.
v	Record of known sites biased by unsystematic mode of discovery, site type, location of archaeologists.
v	Controlled surveys also biased since techniques will inherently be more suitable for discovering some site types compared with others. 


How is the Record Biased?
v	Geological Processes:
v	  Erosion and deposition may preferentially destroy or expose sites to discovery
v	Site Characteristics:
v	  Some kinds of sites are easier/harder to detect than others; long-term vs. ephemeral, monumental construction vs. simple, etc.
v	Modern Activity:
v	Modern land use can hide or accentuate site occurrence, as can the specific interests and location of practicing archaeologists.

Site Discovery Bias at Work
Collecting a Sample of Sites vs. Sampling an Area for Sites
Survey Design
v	Surficial vs. Subsurface 
v	Depends on nature of visibility and kinds of sites sought
v	Random vs. Systematic vs. Complete
v	A trade off between statistical confidence and assured coverage
v	Simple vs. Stratified
v	Are you sampling one universe or many?
v	 Single Stage vs. Multistage
v	Do you have time to learn?


Varieties of Point Distributions
Transect Designs
Systematic Unaligned Design
Arbor Hills Shovel Test Survey
Survey Plan—Cannon Reservoir
Site Discovery Techniques
Choice of technique will vary given the research problem, the kind of sites, and the size of the survey area.
Site Discovery Techniques
v	Remote Sensing Techniques
v	Aerial Photography and Satellite Imagery
v	Magnetic and Resistivity Survey
v	Ground Penetrating Radar
v	Field Survey
v	Ground Truthing
v	Field Walking
v	Shovel Test and Deep Coring Survey
v	Interviews and Historical Records
Air Imagery
v	Basis :
v	  Past human activity creates differences in soil characteristics (e.g. changed soil moisture, minor elevational differences).
v	These minor differences can be detected from above under the proper conditions (low angle lighting, good weather conditions, etc.)
v	Detection can be enhanced by using different wavelengths (visible, infrared, ultraviolet)
Neolithic Alpulia
Romano-British Hassingham
Au Sable Point
Au Sable Point Wreck
Air Imagery
continued
v	Uses:
v	Most useful for detecting relatively large features, particularly those with a regular geometry, such as linear and circular features (e.g. roads, walls, forts, mounds)
v	Reconstructing paleolandscapes/environments (satellite imagery particularly useful)
v	Individual site mapping
Magnetic Survey
v	Basis:
v	Cultural debris and disturbed soils have magnetic susceptibilities that are different than the surrounding soil matrix (differences can be great or very subtle).
v	Depending on their depth and orientation (relative to the earth’s magnetic field) this differences can be detected using  a magnetometer.

Types of Magnetic Survey
v	Metal Detectors:  
v	Very coarse differences, primarily ferrous metals. Very rapid coverage.
v	Fluxgate Magnetometers:
v	Moderate differences, evaluates relative change in magnetic field.  Typically not quantitative.
v	Proton Magnetometers:
v	Very subtle differences.  Measures total field. Quantifiable, but slower.
Magnetic Map--Walth Bay Site
Excavation
A brief introduction and overview
Archaeological Excavation is Destructive
You cannot dig a site without destroying it in the process.
Excavation and Ethics
What is lost and what is gained by excavating an archaeological site?
Are There Sites that should Not be Excavated?
v	Sites that are already protected?
v	Human burial sites?
v	Sites in other countries?
Alternatives to Excavation
v	Preservation:
v	Preserve the site until improved technologies for examination become available
v	Remote sensing:
v	Investigate site structure and composition without disturbing the site deposit
v	Limited Testing:
v	Minimum possible site disturbance, while preserving bulk of deposit for future
Archaeology and the Real 
World
v	Untold numbers of archaeological sites are destroyed every year by development, looters and agriculture with no documentation whatsoever.
v	All sites are endangered.
v	Most excavations take place in the context of salvage or rescue situations.
What Sites Should Have Priority?
v	Endangered Sites
v	Sites of Public or National Interest
v	Sites of  Specific Research Interest
v	To an individual scholar
v	To a large number of scholars
Approaches to Archaeological Excavation
How you choose to dig determines what evidence is collected and what evidence is lost.
Problem Oriented Excavation vs. Complete Site Documentation
Archaeological Sites as Three Dimensional Features
v	Exposure of vertical profiles:
v	Stratigraphy and chronological ordering
v	Emphasis on change over time (diachronic)
v	Exposure of horizontal surfaces:
v	Plan view of community layout and organization
v	Emphasis on contemporary features (synchronic)

Data Recovery and Recording
v	Site Mapping
v	Screening
v	Dry screening
v	Wet screening
v	Flotation
v	Special samples
v	Data collection in unusual circumstances
v	Underwater
v	Waterlogged
v	Dry cave
Data Processing and Analysis
v	At the site
v	In the field laboratory
v	In the laboratory
v	In the specialist laboratory
v	In press….
Kinds of Excavation
v	Test
v	Stratigraphic
v	Area
v	Special
Test Excavation
v	Limited
v	Designed to determine the character of the deposit and potential age
v	Provides relatively little information on site organization and layout
v	Provides little information on variation across site
A Test Excavation
Stratigraphic Excavation
v	Typically a trench or cleaned profile face
v	Designed to provide information on the age of the site, and change in site materials over time
v	Provides relatively little information on site layout and organization
Stratigraphic Excavation
Area Excavation
v	Typically a broad exposure of the site surface
v	Designed to provide information on the layout and organization of the site, recover house plans, and collection material that was contemporary within the society.
v	Provides relatively little information on change over time.
An Area Excavation
Another Area Excavation
In practice, all three excavation strategies are often applied sequentially on the same archaeological site.
Excavation Strategy
v	Test Excavations
v	Determine depth and character of deposit
v	Determine kinds of materials that can be recovered
v	Stratigraphic Excavation
v	Determine the age of deposit and sequence of change represented
v	Provide layer guide for area excavation
v	Area Excavation
v	Determine layout and organization of site and site features that are present at each interval of identifiable time in the site




Unique site settings require special techniques of excavation and recovery
Special Excavations
v	Dry Caves
v	Urban settings
v	Underwater excavation
v	Waterlogged sites
v	Feature directed sites
v	Intact architecture
v	Mounds and earthworks
v	Pits
v	Graves
Entailments of Archaeological Excavation
The work is not done when the digging stops





Reporting of Excavation Results
“Long after our theories are on the junk heap, what we will be remembered for is our site reports”
      				 K.V. Flannery

